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Maranon News Service
One aspeet ef California’s popoverlooked
ulation explosion
for the most part by educators
shows promise of becoming
a hidden time bomb in the state’s
school program
Educators have been kept so
busy concentrating on the lamming baby clop that they have
ignored the important fact that
a similar growth is taking place
at the other end of the age
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Educators
Fear Hidden
Time Bomb

By ALLAN PRIAULX
United Press International
IANOVER, N. II. a UPI
Dartmouth College. founded in
1769 to "tame" the Indian, now
is in the midst of a 20th century
cultural explosion.
And the prime movers in the
new project are proud of their
success.
It’s a certainty that a comeback -to-earth alumnus of founder Eleazar Wheelock’s days
wouldn’t know the place today;
it’s also a good bet that a graduate of even a few year. ago
would be startled at the changes.
The college on the hill still is
the haven of the traditionally
husky athlete in his bulky green
sweater and Dartmouth’s prowess was proved last year by an
undefeated football team. But
returning alumni find today’s
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Dartmouth man is of a different
ilk, perhaps smarter.
The loyal alumni apparently
approve. because they just gave
a record $1,378,497 to the 1963
fund drive.
GIRLS NOW
The most astounding change
is that there are GIRLS studying on campus, at least for the
summer.
Nearly two centuries passed
in which the only girLs on campus Well. being escorted by a
Big Green man.
Hopkins Center, a $10 million
cultural show place virtually
started the new burst of artistic
and performing endeavor.
Dartmouth people point out
the school always was active in
these fields. But they admit
there never was anything like
the developments of the past
few years.
CULTURE PALACE
The modernistic center, designed by New York architect
Wallace Ifarrison and entriely
unlike the traditional colonial
campus, is; perhaps the biggest
all-purpose "cultural palace" on!Pr ono roof anywhere.
Among other facilities, it has
six art and sculpture galleries,
seven art studios, two theaters,
threr, music auditoriums and 28
large and small rehearsal rooms.
There are even a soda shop and
a ballroom.
Dartmouth turns away about
three out of every four boys
who apply and more and more
of her students are going on
graduate work, a recognized
-status symbol" among colleges.
A summer arts program initiated this year and called by
,onv, the epitome of Dart.
mouth’s "new look" has kept
the Ilopkins Center bustling
’.sith 12 syTnnhony and chamber
concerts and continuing performances of three repertory
plays ranging from Shakespeare
’SURPRISING’
"It’s surprising and more than
marvelous,- said center director
Warner Bentley in a recent interview.
"We were taking a chance by
refusing to present "light" music
and "John Loves Mary" type
drama during the summer. And
although we had about halfhouses at first, we’re now playing to full houses."
Bentley imported Broadway
performers John Tanner, Claude
Harz, Carol Teitel anti Nancy
(Ole as the nucleus of the repertory group. He recruited some
top stammer stock and offBroadway actors for supporting
Hanover area residents ar. as
pleased as most of the students,
the college reports. And the
alumni appears more than satisfied. pelging from their financial response.
"It’s an tinusual feeling to
sr, some big football player
working in a seulptare studio,"
said one returning alumnus,
"but it’s a warm feeling too and
I wish we’d had the same thing
when I was hem"
Nearly one of every six acres
I f privately -owned erinnmereial
!ores, land in the United State,
Iris Tree Fa UM Still 11S.

But the rapidly growing "older
citizen" segment of the community can no longer be forgotten in school plans. The reason
is simple: These people can make
or break local school tax arid
bond financing measures - and
all the evidence indicates they
are tending to cast negative
votes.
A recent issue of Overview, a
national magazine for education
leaders, said oldsters are already
a force with which sellouts must
reckon. Projections indicate that
by 1980 the U.S. age group 55
years and up will total 46 million, substantially larger than the
10-19 age group of 42.3 million
at that time. Overview added
that almost three-fifths of Amerarms over (i5 live in nine states
- one of which is California where school enrollment is also
lamming.
Overview than asked the crucial question: "If older people
generally live where pupil enrollments are growing, is it possible to gain their support for
schools at the polls?" The iinNo."
swer: "Thus far
It is only natural that "older
citizens" - - living longer and
are worrystaying healthier ing plenty about their relatively
fixed incomes and rising taxes.
Thus, they are apt to reject
pleas for more local and state
school money. "With free time
and free energy, they ring doorbells, run mimeograph machines
and do other chores to get their
point across to their neighbors.
And on election day they do
better than any other ingle age
group in showing. up to vote,"
Overview declared.
What’s the answer for the
schools?
Overview suggests helpful
adult education programs geared
to oldsters as one way to bring
them into active participation
with school operations. And
when they, too, are benefiting
from school programs and facilities, oldsters will probably be
more willing to lend support to
school finance proposals.
Another suggestion: Oldsters
no longer with children in
school
must be continually reminded that their all-important
grandchildren or great-grandchildren ARE in school and that
the quality of education will affect their future.
The answer may not be easy.
But one thing is certain: If the
anti -school vote continues to increase with the booming population of oldsters, education in California will nally be in trouble.
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Marriage Hinders
Instead of Helps
Good Scholarship
makes for better students is a
myth.
"We find marriage whiten
makes ri ward student out of a
poor one," Dean id Students
Glenn Barnett says.
Barnett warned that mixing
marriage and college can nuan
troubles for both husband and
wife.
"If the wife was a competent student and dropped out for
marriage," Barnett says," she
frequently feels an underlying
resentment if her student husband doesn’t excel.
"In many cases," he aids, "his
grades go down as the time and
concentration needed for I,.
10
work are nibbled ii’.’.
demands of family lilt’
Barnett also says that a student -father can grow extremely
sensitive about his own position
while his wife plays the role of
breadwinner.
"When a girl tells me she is
quitting to get married." Barnett says, "I try to impress upon
her the importance td continuing her own education some
time, whether soon or many
years from now.
"The boy she marries is going to continue to grow and
probably Irecome a leader in his
community. Her growth will
have to keep pace with his if
the marriage is to succeed," Barnett says.
-
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-Coming Soon -
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TEMPEST

A NEW LOCATION
FOR YOUR CAMPUS SHOD
Now at

3rd & San Fernando Sfs.
I.
0,1111

NibiliER’S
1:11.P.s
(Light. Tvim
Were designed by Mosher’s Lt,I,
for the needs of the Spdrtdn rn n

AIR-OLICANSER
NEW YORK (UPI) The gas
industry has offered its assistance
to the campaign of Sen. Abraham
Ribicoff ID-Conn.i, former Seen -lacy of Health, Education and
Welfare, to step up air pollution
control efforts.
A new type of smokeless-odorless gas incinerator, developed for
both residential and commercial
me, will do much to eliminate air
contaminatam caused by the burning of garbage, trash and industrial waste, according to the Gas
Appliance Manufacturers Association.
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Moeher’s speales
your language. with
weather-beaten pants
made on tilt wrong side
of already laded blue
denim...rugged in eij
aspect and tapered for
the slim look.

Campus Shop
3rd 8, San Fernando

Town & Country Village
Stevens Creek Rd.

Faculty Art Members
Display Own Works

mem.
San Jose State faculty
display
hers hate a chance to
!twit works at the Annual Faculty Exhibition of the Art De; itsierif which began Sept. 6
until the end of this
in the Art Department
Art Gallery Hours for the exhibition are 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Mondays through Fridays and
115 p.m to 5 p.m. on Sundays
during the run of the exhihirant
Fart!, -is members of the all
statf are taking part in the
exhibition, With SJS boast mg
an condiment of 700 art majors,
trak.iii the college’s art departof the largest and most
in the West, according to
omond E. Bruise, asso1,,,tiessor of iii’! and Trib-
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A HANDFUL of drummers from
the San Jose State Marching
Band rest aft,r three hours of
practice Friday afternoon. The
ix drummers an’ (front row, I.
in r.) Jay Lev,n, Stan Koehler,
and Phil Barrett: (back row, I.
to r.) Randall McGaw, Robert
Stahl, arid Dave Pugh.
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Wait.

try ’em today at McDonald’s. Find out
how good a Hamburger tan he when math:
tare and prepared to your taste. NI. Donald’s II
burgers are made of loot; pule
101 intat but top quality beef
ground fresh (Lid I.
Alt
sir. ml bid off the grill on toasted Est,:
the way ycm
hcst Plenty of parking ...
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Pres. Wahlquist Honors
100 New SJS Instructors

Hootenanny To Feature
Four Former Students
. I

rolk musk

More than lIE new San Jose Frederic Weed, Dr. and MI
College faculty members Robert Wilso it, Iii’. and Mo,
Ibite, Dr. and MIN. Ifolasil
were honored at a reception given
I y Pres. and Mrs. John T. Wahl- Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Ai
quist yesterday in Spartan Cafe- Washington, Dr. and Mrs. char
Jennett, Dean and Mrs. Joe it,
teria.
West, and Mr. and Mrs. J. W,
Members of the administrative
Johnson.
and academic staffs of the college
pour at

State

1,1111..1

San Jose State, and to 1/111\
.1
,.11 1..111111LINVN ithl in
Hootenanny is coming to the Cis ii saint-ninth,. Irian Maine to e’aliAuditorium Sept. 20, 5311 1.111., tornia. It
i.seri spread to telewith the Wayfarers, Our former vision, aceaain. hi the popular
SJS students and recording artists,. program ’1.1.1,
Ones."
participating in the "Hoot."
Ti show hovi ti..tailar the Iii)oteOther featured performers will
nanny has beeitne the first 24be Bob Gibson, folk sindia. vidi 1,411.
folk iii
F;11iil I
\la ti.M
a banjo; Miss Halm MI :lel: in:1,4i. 1.1’..1.n,
\k,’iii
111. .1 I
ii
(7ii1folk singer with a guitar;
1.1,111.111.
( )111..
1,1
it
IIK)tP.
White Jr.
HAW!
11..1
./ 1111’
Tickets for the PerliWIllatWe ii iv
be obtained at the San Jose Box
Office, 40 West San Carlos, ;it
$150, $2.50, or $3 50.
The Hootenanny
a word nit
even found in the diet iona rs
ha -

I
ear: published Ali
publicilv led Lou
Gottlieb id we Liint.liters to proclann. "%Vt.,
II sitenanny sweatshirts
Ietilace BeelhoVerl
NVIVaINIIICI.
-II I know the end
,-.
-.I tit

"HOOTERS"The Wayfarers, four former SJS
students, will appear at Friday night’s Hootenanny, 8:30, in the Civic Auditorium. The
folk singing group records for RCA -Victor and

have found themselves spending more time on
campus tours than when they were undergraduates here.

STUDENTS,
ARISE!
OUR STAFF IS WAITING TO SERVE YOU!
Always cheerful, our Rams Head workers are more anxious than ever to show
you our Kremlin -correct Iran League stylings. Zim across the campus to...

GROINS RAMS HEAD
LAND S BATBIS
...GREAT CAPITAL GAINS IN THE MOVE TO

BYFORD OF BRITAIN
CREW NECK SHETLAND

MEET TBIS LOVELY
PLAYBOY PLAYMATE
AT YOUR
OROBINS STORE!

The mellow look of heather
in our classroom classic:
pullover shetland,

hand.

fashioned in England.
Heather grey, olive, brown.

11.95

"Hi ...I’m a

real, live, Playboy

Playmate. I’d love to meet you
personally Sat., Sept. 28 from

ELBOW PATCH SHETLAND
BY TOWNE a. KING

9:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. at your

Unique in color blendings:
our heathered new-trend
elbow patch cardigan for

favorite Grodins store."

the knowledi;eahle campus
nary,
man. Shetland c
brown.

WIN A CHANCE

TO ESCORT A PLAYBOY PLAYMATE
TO GRODINS MUSIC FESTIVAL
1:30-4:00 p.m.
Oakland Auditorium
Sunday, Sept 29

15.95

featuring in person DAVE BRUBECK and other star acts plus

7 GORGEOUS PLAYMATES
now at any Grodins store to escort a
Playmate to Grodins Music Festival.
No purchase necessary.
Thousands of dollars in famous brand door prizes’.
Sign up

Playboy

NECK
SHETLAND CARDIGAN.
Buttons right up to the new
crew neck: fresh approach
to a car-pus tradition. Our
NEW CREW

GET FESTIVAL TICKETS. AT GROOMS STUDENTS $2 CENRAL $4

’D
LXi.../-4’
""ri "III" h ft’
All you need

is your Reg. Card.

,9PN,

CRODINS JRAMS BEAD
icactrerdtty shop

Sather Gate,

for

IP cif.

Berkeley

Valley Fair, 2801 Stevens Creek Blvd. Hours: Moriady through Friday 9:30-9:30, Saturday 9:30-5:30

Glen ntittormsen.

Robert Frost
Group Presents
Poetry Contest
The Robert Frost Chapter.
California Federation of Ch,v.Poets will award poetry pt ./e
1963-64 to honor the mertairy
Ruth Comfort Mitchell. Thu.
for 1963 will be: 1st, $25, 2n,i,

$15; 3rd, $7.50, and 4th Hotad.o.,
Mention.
Closing date will be Sep
196:1, and entries must e
Vivian A. Brown, Presid,’
Elm St., San Ji/Se. Entries re...
postmarked after Sept.
not be accepted.
The following are contest

. .20

2760 B.A. Degrees
Presented During
Spring Graduation

1. Contestants must be 0
residents of Santa Clara Vail.
2. A contestant is eligibli
only one of the above prizes.

preparation of the younger generation for the decades ahead."
A total of 2,760 degrees were
conferred at the exercises, 2,369
bachelor’s degrees and 391 master’s
degrees.
President Wahlquist stated,
"Two times as many bachelor’s
degrees were conferred tonight as
in 1952 and almost eight times the
number of master’s degrees."
In the eleven years that Dr.
Wahlquist has been SJS President,
22,560 persons have been graduated - - ’20,369 recipients rif the
bachelor’s degree and 2.191 of the
master’s degree.

ond and San Antonio Sts.,
Jose, Sunday afternoon 3 p.m
6. Members of any Islet".
ciety, ass:it:Wien or any
creative writing group are
eligible.
7. Manuscripts will not be !
turned unless a stamped, self-addressed envelope accompanies lb,
entry.
B. Poems must be typewritten

3. Only two rxlems will he ac.
rented from each contestant
4. There is no limit as to subje
President John T. tVahlquist.
speaking at last spring’s gradua- or form, but the length is not 1.
tion exercises in Spartan Stadium, exceed 30 lines. Poems must he
said, "Graduation is the one event original and unpublished,
5. Winners will be :inn...,
of the year that impresses admin
istrators, faculty members, and the Oct. 13, 1963, at the prograpublic alike with the importance honor National Poetry
and magnitude of its task tht will he held at the YWCA .--

and on 81;:x11 size whre I.
Name of contestant find*
on upper lett hand corner.
9. Judges will be appointed
he Robert Frost Chaptin,

their decision

,M1

be

Hauck: ’Junk Them’

Why Class Governments
Were Dumped by Council
Freshmen . . . Wonder why SJS

has no class governments?
The abolition of all class go’.’-ernments, effective last June,
came under fire before being
passed by Student Council last
spring.
Former ASH Pres. Bill Hauck
proposed the abolition because:
’Students do not idt.ntify themselves with their respective class
governments and these governments serve no meaningful purpose."
He continued: "We should either
tastily the existence of these class
governments or junk t hem. They
are virtually dead."

posed to he a communicatisbetween his class and 5’
Council and vice versa.
PROPOSAL TABLED
However.
at bet sena-.

final co uncil meeting, this

re,-

posid was tabled and sent

Rules

Committee for p.
or amend’, .
It "ill ("mit’ b"fure c,iuneu I’
ca,tImmeelintgingt,ith,iNssis3emic:t.er
What happens hi traditional
tis the, in the meantime?
recommendat ions

Larson. these (ono ear
eart1"1 out by 1111’
dent I di.’ For examplp
Coontz , eXCV1111Ve secretary. II.
sehedoled this year’s films fer
REPLACEMENTS
i* A key issue at the time of the Friday Flicks. ether act
1
such
Did
as
the
Sophomore
abolition eoncerned the structures
I hat vciallff replan,. the govern-I the Ugly Man contests, will t
tic. vista]
speeial ASI
Meta!: which previously srxinsored I ablY
is not
many traditional 14.15 events such, mate.
,1 Ittrft
as Friday Flicks and the Gorgeor, f ;rims contest.
Many council members felt that ,
the existing governments should
not he discontinued until replacements Were instituted.
esineil members emphasized a
need for alternate plans to he

19.95
otr.q

groups.
The !axial affairs committee of
the faculty directed arrangements
for the reception, with Mrs. Noreen
Mitchell a.s chairman.
Other members of the committee are Byron Bollinger, Michael
Dolan, Dr. Cornelia Tomes, Frederiek C. Loadwick, Daniel (7. Lopez, Anna Lou Loze, Louis Melo,
Mrs. Dolores Spurgeon, Mrs. Margaret Pinkston, Miss Katherine
Young, Miss Catherine Wallace,
Mrs. Gladys Vogelman, Mrs. Mary
Rogers, and Miss Flora Burnham.
Mrs. Vogelman and Miss Loze
were in charge of decorations.
In addition to President and Mrs.
Wahlquist, hosts and hostesses for
the reception were Mr. and Mrs.
Emery Cook, Alden Smith, Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Runyon, Dr. and
Mrs. John A. Barr, Dr. and Mrs.

When the structures were a,
titally atxdishert, the majority ot

super -weight shetland
s..,iater in heather pewter.
41 brown, gold.

I ,

Asked to
the lea tables
were Mrs. C. Grant Burton, Nft,
Milburn D. Wright, Mrs. ftriberi
Moore, Mrs. Norman Gond, I
Mrs. John W. Gilbaugh, Mt. \.k..
liam G. Sweeney, MIN. 1)(1111e,
Moorhead, Mrs. James W.
Mrs. Stanley C. Benz, and \II

attended, along with members of
the college advisory board, city and
county officials, local school officials, local legislators, emeritus
faculty, Alumni Association of.
(leers, and denominational chaplains serving campus religious

submitted

immediately

to

them

for consideration.
(Inc. such proposed hill, introduced by Pat Butler, then senior
representative. and r:eorgi Drake.
. former freshman representati Ste,
’called for freshman -sophomore and

Registration Ends,
But Now What?
IConlintled from rage II

exeeption is made for
nas,
dents having classes which
only Wednesday and Thiir,i1;0
nights.
They may turn in their reinstra.
lion materials from 5 to 14 pm
Wednesday and at the same ?jar
Thursday
A $5 late turn -in fee will
charged to students turning In
their materials after 4 p.m
An

Junior -senior rommitteem to carry
out the former Hass governments’
I radii lona I
functions.
I lowever. ’tednesday.
this hill diet when this year’s
All students must pay a $5 Into
(-council look office in the spring fee after K icrn. Thursday. Sept, 26
When the new rollnell met beMontgomery said Friday that no
fore ,..Chfatri ell.r,ed last year. anoth- registration fees or materials will
er aiternati% e plan was suggesteil.
be accepted after Frith’ s, Si’’ 2’

It, main provision gave each class
president
a iliair on Student
riiiineil and lie in torn was sop-

The last day to add course, r
Wednesday, Sept. 25, and the eet
&IN to drop them is Friths (11 ’I

But
fla
hat

253 Campus Women Affiliate
In Pre -School Sorority Rush
les
J.

/es

20

tir

rjr)(.1

and fifty-three
Two hiindred
women chose to become sorority
Jose State after
Members at San
a week.jong formal pre-school
Aug. 30 through
rush acti...ities
Dr. Cornelia
sept. 5. announced
Tomes, acting associate dean

Sherw.sid, Terry Lynn Sonligl’ Nt.yoIc
Nancy Anne Spence, Doreen M
,Susard, Linda Kay Terebessy, Joan
\
M. Teza, Linda LOU ise Van Wy I),
Charlene J. Vaughan. I ieralynn
;’11, II.
Grace Vieira, Margaret Ann Will.
(Iron, .Tanice Dee Weddle
Annet iv 1,t1r.

of students.
incumbent, have di ALPO’S 11111
The new
among 12
Ill’ ii
IAl
,1,
tided their
rt...
Heil
Weiror
ramptrs sorririt le,.
N il ticy Jeanne li, elite
Nlarit
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CO. l.indi I .4.0 14011.1.’
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,EliP1111,1111,
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Danielle 1:0111)I.
Mara. Brigham, Gail Cara Brook - ,t 101. V11’01111 Dian() Fitt
1..
man, eytithia Jean Chamberlin, Annette Glasson, hi. I
Lee Gads- Hales, (Itristi Ann, Ili,
Kathleen Collier, Carol
by, Susan J. Hall. Sue Denise Jol- min) "Sue" !Idler, Ly 1111,
McKenna, ’Sharon Adele Indra
1.
ley. Pat I i Kathleen
Maralee Marrs, Barbara Lynn erine Keefe, Karen Nem
1
Meager. Barbara Ann Serpa, F:).an Si Nan Long, Suzanne "..1
Sheyla
Marie Slagle.
Ruth Short, Susan
Lee Mary Lorii
NIargarel
M.
Laurie Ann Svsanson, Karen
, Nancy Anne Morrk, Helene .1.
Whitington.
Oliver. Anne Elizabeth Sok.,
Al.PlIA OMICRON PI
Sue Ann Skelley. Robin !I .’11
Be \ cri). Bratell on, II r ha r a Gail Anne :1Iarie Stone. Slo-ar .1..
Buck. Itaii.oiri Jean ltelman, Ai- %’)111, Carole Ann Wtilleor,
Lee
leen Ell/alvth Gray. Frances
C111 011:fi,%
Hallmark, Vicki Jane Ilankins.
Sharon Jae,’ i.iir..
Linda Lorraine Hill, Barbara Van
kor:
ZarvIt It’ want. Marilyn Kirsch)), garel
Leon. Joan Claire Mack- Iin/Pf
,.. Barbara Jean Mann. Katha- C’rue, Inane
rue Melissa Myers, Carol Ann Fiester, Cecile It.
Redden. Ann Imurericie Itrvel, SII- erine (Sane G..
H.. 1
Samirelian. Sharryn Healherg,
ir:.
sto
1
-;chlueter. Virginia Ann :Maryanne Iternadi.
Pamela Jane Si tr: .,r
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College Union Site
For First AWS
Meeting Tomorrow
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Fall vacancies
. Work for part room & board
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FIRST IN LINE to buy their Associated Women’s Students
activities calendars from AWS member And; Coffin are (I. to r.)
Kathy Miller, Barbara Dunn, Sue Barr, Barbara Worrell, and
Marilyn Lincoln. The calendars were on sale last week at strategic campus locations and are selling now at the bookstore
for 35 cents.
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560 Rushees Attend Weekend
Ftemity Open House Event,
I, A

V.,1

STAN
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SHOW
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Cm 42 3 Meg

Cy’roups

I-Opening Soon THE 1) kw \
COFFEE HOUSE

Coffee, Art,
Live Folk
Entertainment

1

FOLK MUSIC
10 P.M. to 2 A.N./1.
upcoming campus
activities heard
nightly

109 E. San Frenando
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Parents’ Day To Offer
Tours Luncheon Game

With the ,
tna
Par
en’s’ Day on S
e students parents will have a chance
to visit and examine the place
where their aims HMI (taw:Met:ire receiving their edueation
Approximately :Nur) parent,
c.pecti.
it !in !
of the event, sponsored by the So Allan’s Committee
Events of this first Parents’ Day
includo registration at 9 a.m., departmental open house and campus
tours conducted by student leaders 10 a.m., lunch trom noon to
130, parent-student a:semi-11y 130
p.m., college president’s re,.eption
3 p.m.. open house of campus dormitories anti approved living centers
3:30 p.m., and pre -game show and
Kansas State vs. SJS football game
climaxing the event 7:30 p.m.
At the pre-game show .spevial
:!.IS blankets will be presented to

S.J. Benefits From Campus
Business Division Activities

:stodents and non-siudents idike
him gained much from campus
activities sponsored by the SJS
business division during the 196263 school year, according to the
parents traveling the farthest disto receive lit’. -department’s annual report retime. to parents having the most
tatenis to send to their parents leased late last month.
,tuttents enrolled at SJS, and to nuty pick them up at AiIm2b9. ofThe following events during the
oldest alumni with children five of Donald
Ryan.
’1’111i past academic year have aided
to de:in ,q
SJS
community projects and local professional business development:
The division of business coa five-nanny industrial
- ti’.,
conference a ith the State
(it Industrial Safety. the
San Francisco Chapter of the
American Society of Safety Engineers and the Santa Clara CounFive hundred and twenty foreign students attended SJS in
ty chapter of the National Safety
1961-62, while 536 were here last year. the annual school report
Council.
shows.

Foreign Student Attendance
Increases 3.1 Per Cent
This was a 3.1 per cent increase in foreign student attendance
last year over the previous year.
Some 57 countries were represented at SJS last year.
according to the report.
The number of foreign students in the rest of the country is
also rising. California still has niore foreign stedents than any
other state. the Institute of International Education reported
recently.
During the plod academic year there were 64,7(,5 foreign
students representing 152 countries in the U.S.. an 11 per cent
increase over the year before. California has 15.3 per cent of
the foreign students followed by New York’s 12.1 pi cent.

ACCOUNTINli CONFAB
The California Society of Certified Public Accountants, San Jose
chapter. and the business division
helped sponsor an accounting conference.
Sponsored by the division and
the Peninsula District California
Federation of Business. the Professional Women’s Clubs and the
Institute of Industrial Relation:
was the third in a series of professional development conferences.
"Career Planning in Life Insurance" was, the name of a series
held by the Institute of Insurance
St utiles.
The Division of Business sponsored a seminiir on the use of
electronic computers for legal research. Cosponsors were the Santa
Clara County Bar Association and
the San Jose Legal Secretaries’
Association.
The Society for the Advance!Tient of Management SAM and
the division Management Depart-

F acuity Judiciary
Positions

THE SAN JOSE STATE BandAids are shown
Karen
receiving instructions from their car
McK nney (right)), prior to the San Jose StateStanford game Saturday. They will participate
in half-time activities with the SJS marching
band it’d ill dc it sailor jazz routine. Standing,

Fast
Service

left to right, are LaViana Scott, Mary Ann
Bowles, Charlene Hiatt, Dianne Kennedy, Jan
Dalke, Judi Neumann, Judy Newton, Suzanne
Johnston, Linda Grant, Penny Humphries,
Cindy Lebeck, and Mary Blomguist

Open

Positions for two faculty justines on the ASH Judiciary are
irnm available according to Personnel Officer Jim Snarling.
Interested faculty may apply
tor an interview appointment by
contacting the College Union secretary. Interviews will he held
tomorrow between 1 and 5 p.m.

ment held
meetings.

tau

inVe,tment

Back From Okayama
club

MEETING
Sisinsored also by the management division was the second annual meeting of the California
Association of Public Purchasing
Officers.
Ten members of the San Francisco office of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service under the auspices of the Industrial
Relations Department and the
Personnel Management Club conducted a mock mediation program.
The report showed that the SJS
Division of Business again held the
lead in California state college
business division eniollments last
year.

Grants Aid
Two SJS
Institutes
Grants totaling $17,630 from the
National Science Foundation ziee
now supporting two new institutes
for in-service teachers of mathematics and earth science at San
Jose State.
DR. ARNAL DIRECTOR
Dr. Robert E. Arnal, associate’
professor of geology at SJS, is directing the in-service institute in
earth science for secondary school
EXCHANGE STUDENTSBob Hall, SJS senior English major,
teachers of science. The inst3ute,
and Camilla Shelden, junior music major, prepare to leave Okawhich will be in session fcr the
yama after spending two months there as exchange students.
enti:e school year, will be open to
Okayama is the sister city to San Jose, and each year the two
25 teachers.
exchange students. These two SJS students returned yesterday
Members of the institute will
on the President Cleveland, which docked at San Francisco.
study regional geology as preparaMiss Sheldan has been president of Mu Phi Epsilon music hontion for teaching earth science in
orary sorority. Hall is vice president of Kappa Alpha Mu, photohigh school. As an aid to the injournalism fraternity.
stitute participants, NSF pays a
travel anti book allowance to demattes. Members of the institute,
fray major expenses. The total
allos’.-receive travel and bm)1(
grant from NSF for the institute le
, to visit and examine the lilac,
isc($)1:1.p1t2(;)T.
ances from the NSF grant %%Inch TOD.t1:
ENCE ANTICIPATED
totals $6,510 for the operation
IF(’ Rush.
Purpose of the in-sersice instithe nine-month institute.
Annual Faculty art is tiltutA
Itute in mathematics for elen.ontary
II,’-’.
Director of the institute will be
teachers and supervisors is to increase the mathematical compc Dr. John L. Marks, SJS proie.",, TOM. )tt ROW:
It -I
i:11111.
tence of in-service teachers so that i.1 mathematics. C. Kenneth BradtVork Chub:
,’’i.,l
they may teach more effectively sha,v, assistant professor of matheElection ,,,
11 p 711
and better understand the current matics at SJS, will serve on the , Iii.
of p-njert,
experimental programs in tit:0hr- institute :tall
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New Women’s
P.E. Building
Opens Doors
Eduwill receive a
cation lal,artment
the
this semester
needed relief
Physical Education,’
new Wotnen’s
Building.
and Recreation
According to Executive Dean r.
new extension
Grant Burton, the
for both women
will house classes
physical educalkin and
and men in
lixlity.
recreation stalling
Ifinkever, the main gym and
not be ready for
locker II 0111 will
orrupaito until Deb 10.
officially
tiLl ilding was
when the e. ii
opened last Tuesday
surrounded the r..nfence that
WaS disstruciion area for a year
mantled.
building occupies
The $2 million
of the temporary
the former site
1)1.’quarters of the Aeronautics
Police AdministraSit aunt and
tion Schott!.
inelink41 in the ktfootistrUC1101) aril an 1.1..
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modern dance stinho
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Bids Submitted

SJS Only College
Awarded Feder!
RehabiHationGrJ,

Research and training grants
totaling more than $250,000 have
been awarded faculty members

and programs of San Jose State
Most of the financial support
comes from agencies of the Federal
Government, including the Depart!tient of Health, Education iind
the grants are in the
held. Dr. William D.
Winter, associate professor of psychology, and Dr. Antonio J. Ferreira, Agnews State Hospital Psychiatrist. received $18,254 from
Miff to complete their final year
at stutIN in family decision making.
Dr. Harold Richardson, professor of psychology, and Dr. Julian
Roebuck, associate professor of
TVor

NEW POST-Emery A. Cook
is new full-time assistant to
SJS Pres. John T. Wahlquist.
He was part time coordinator
of research and assistant to the
president during 1962-63 and
professor of air science from
1957 to 1962. Replacing him as
full time research coordinator
is Richard F. Yoo, SJS assistant
professor of speech.

ACTING DEAN-Dr. Cornelia
A. Tomes, associate professor
of education and personnel
counselor, is new SJS acting
associate dean of students in
charge of activities. She succeeds Miss Janet Douglas, who
became dean of women at Colorado State University at Fort
Collins in July.
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III study iiivenile &Unguents.
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FRESH FROM THE GARDEN

VEGETABLES

In grant is $700li
Loler from NSF’
I -lady wind cot
I
Area for to’.
to pave the via..

e,tamit am. the Nem .
’
values.
1ilhallIage is that the sillI \1st! xt. ta.sPoxst.s

&id has the opportunity to conduct research unilta. the direction
rd: a noted scholar in a particular
Since this early experience
hi- first step in becoming a
irrestigator, its importance

Dr. Charlcs \V Porhr, d professor of biological mien, embark on a three-year stud:.
tramline responses in females it
may lead to abnormal at P
NIB allocated 52.961 1.,I

sharply.
three-ear study.
IN’alues of the program also
Dr. Albert Castro, professor Of
estend toward the professor in- ’ chemistry. received $13.936 from
%olyint. The work helps him ex- NM for the sec, Ind year of hipand his o\sti efforts through the I st udy of compounds of antibiotic
:,1cm. Prof: Harold M. [lodges ’ nature.
Joseph Souza, a student, are
Dr. Richard Hartesvelrlt and Dr.
’Is log II study of "value co tnt ig- Kenneth Hutton, both associate
it-iititins of the middle-Class citi- professor,: of biology, spent the
or example. Prof. Robert past SLIMIllee on research project I
Walker :Mil 1.),alvelek N. III.
DI’. liartesveldt prepared tg..
.IS are surveying aceounting proh- papers on the Sequoia gm’s
’’iris in the Bay Area.
through a grant front the US
Sliptsirt for the program has. National Parks Service.
c.ime from the Honorary Mexican
Dr. Ifulton studiet1 the Pink
Cialifili,511,11 of San Jose, Chapter 541 moon in Alaskan waters under a
II of the Disabled American Vet- $7.420 grant from the Fish and
Brewing e’orp... Wildlife Service.
.rans. Falstaff
Two other biologists. Dr. James
denn George of Joseoh fleorge,

Operated by Mr. "Bing" Lee a SJS Marketing student

Location: Palace Market
259 S. First St.
(downtown nef to the U A
Open 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p m.

Shop -The Palace for Food Savings.

In: .,. hir.i an uncontrollable
.
,..11 and boast for S.IS

Distributors; Kenneth I
..:partan Rentals and
thf. 1.V
P,Tentlial

Ion of

Pratley and
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Ralph

Ballard.

.1d M. will study effects of age on tissue
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Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

positions in Spartan Programs
Committee and Visiting Seholar
Committee nest week in the College Union
Applications and detailed j1 c.
scriptions are available in the C.
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To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just CH out this
handy order form, clip it, and send it with a check or
cosh to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office. J207, Son
Jose State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication
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Welcome Back

MEMBERSHIP OPENS-Bev Rauh, Rally Committee publicity
chairman, turns the key to symbolize the opening of membership
in the Rally Committee. All interested persons should attend
the first rally meeting Wednesd.,y at 330 p.m in El 62.

’
I..

Instruction
Merchaedise

II

Hootenanny
SAN JOSE

CIVIC AUDITORIUM

FRIDAY, SEPT. 20th,
8:30 P.M.
*
*
*
*

(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Lin.)
Starting Date

Bob Gibson
Josh White, Jr.
The Wayfarers
Raun MacKinnon

TICKETS
$1.50-$2.50-53.50

Check No.

Nome _
Address
City
"

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES

ON SALE AT

SAN JOSE
BOX OFFICE
40 W
CY 5-0888

Rue Ad For 2/3/4/5 Days (Circle One)

Enclosed $

Minimum
Two lines
One time

2
3
4
5

I
I

One time
50c a line

lines 1 $1.00
lines 1 1.50
lines
2.00
lines
2.50

Add this
amount for
each add.’ line

.50

Three times
25c a line

Five times
20g a line

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.75

1.00

For display advertising rates, call CT 4-6414, Ext. 2081,
from 1.20 to 4:20, Mond, thruugh Friday.
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TitcFienal Presents Prospectus;
Line Depth Problem Evident
By BOB TITOIENAL
!QS Head Coach
Overall. at this time we are at

Lowry (the biggest man on the
team at 26:11 and Ray Lychak will
play quite a bit at guard and tackle
least as far, if not farther ahead, respectively.
The biggest question about the
than at the same period last year.
Potentially, We believe this is a far team is the line \Vs. are not deep
from tackle to to’ kit’ and in many
better team, but there are quite a
eases will be o--ing boys with little
lew new men whom we haven’t experience There is more size, genten under game conditions. The erally, than last your. We’ve moved
it
and spirit has been excel- Larry Ilansen from tackle tfi guard
lent and almost every practice has It, better utilize his speed, and
FLAME THROWERRand Carter, senior quarterback, is one
bsrmer fullbacks Bob Parks and
been a good one,
reason San Jose State may show an improvement of its shabby
Vince Throne have been movesl to
2.8-1 record of last fall. Carter, Ken Berry and Bob Miller will
At most positions, the depth is lilt guard.
be vieing for top signal-caller for Saturday’s game with
pretty good. There are several
-rwo newcomers have helped the
Stanford.
spots in the line where WW1a. ends. We are itleiLSPII with the play,
had to make ailjustliwnts I.. OM so far, of junior college translers
boles, and the players hints reBarry Kellogg and Carl Kahn W’s.
ally %orkell hard at learning
Davf .1,.11r),.ri It.
it it,vi’ul
their ne% posit’
We’ll he Iiffek al thf -t:fi I ffI ti ii lice. is
110%111 to at
I 10 for the Staniii
111:.7 it
ton! g.
...tiler mir first few tu’ni Ii, ii
scrimmages, we feel our first two
There is a real battle tor the
units Sr.’ about equal.
first string quarterback job and
r.’me Ls Jim Cyr, he’s only three major 1110.1.14, II.. la,1
There are several fine S,,phoIiii glad III
II! Rand Tarter
the
NPs,
N111.%14.4
I
old and he could bring Mg
tioreS on this club who are going and hen lt.’rrs are both going Iff
io help us before the year is over
State a state high -diving Championships In .iigtist.
*
*
*
Stevens and diving colleague Quarterback Ken Berry and fullitnpionship In the spring.
. r. a Inv -medical major at Walter Wensel taught him the’ back Charley Ifarraway are the
.sok only a pleasure Swim tricks of the trade on the high two best known sophs. hut
iiopiei N. M. pail boatIl and i’s on a hill Vta-nplernent %%ill see a great
lit I ol John Sipl 21-5JS ui Sten.srd
..ith Jim Stevens. of new (lit ftchlt lisps didn’t seem ()wens it flankerhaek iksts Davis
Sept. 28KANSAS STATE at SJS
to
led
her Cyr Its ;puck adapta- at end and Fred Benoit at tackle
I hp I ..t.alatifir SWIM
Oct. 5SJS at Utah State
in on, things began to tion to the tougher slies
was
pe-ked up several fine 1,111140’ Oct. 12-5J5 at Washington Sato
amazing.
college
haft.
transfers during spring October I9SJS at California
Cyr was employed in Altni- isractice.
t’r tried the three -meter
October 26SJS at Idaho
board tor the first time under spiergfie this StiMMPI’ aS a life Bob Kroll, flarry Kellogg and November 2SJS at Oregon
Ste%ens an! de eloped Into the guars!. The job afforded him the Carl Kahn have all run with the Nov. 9ARIZONA STATE at SJS
best three meter diver In NPs,’ time to work in several hours of first unit at one tin . or another Nov. 16SJS at Fresno State
II. Waft undefeated
In it ing practiee each slay
daring thiii fall Kiwi, i iind
Nov 21UOP at SJS

Diving Specialist Cyr
Joins Spartan Mermen
r.

Football Schedule
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itol-’11 h.. lla)ing about equally
throngl
t the Wil..111. Rand Is
the best passer of II.. la.. and
has the experience. hen is a real
threat passing or
lug.
This
had herr
ity of 5’.

Tye
.ne I. 1,
. he abilRoberts. and we have
been ph,
with f he work fit I let’!.
Engel and (7hari,
Ilarraw;-*
fullback In fael. the latter is,,
have adequately WIN! the big gals
It’ll by the loss. through graduation, of Johnny Johnson.

We expect Stanford to le. a
mwh better club than the one
whieh beat us last year. 21-9 at
Stanford: in fart, we think Stan
fort will be one ol the finrst
teams we’ll play fill
T,
have good team osxp
.
is the momentum id a iii0
and a new system. Although
expect them to be tough, we
lieve that %%Oh the right Ifs,
and vow .ft,ffvf .

, "’.
A.,:

141%1.111,ff.

in

noon.
Among those inissim.: Insin oils
,1,11(4.; foothail roster %kill Ise tackle
Brent Berry a 2ist-poiliel transier
from voothill Lalo-44. and :marl
Fred Engel, ii regular on the 1962
team.
Another

move

has

been

the

eliangeover of Bob Bonds from a
tullisiek into a tight encl. Bob is
a strong boy and should do a g,11.0(1

SET TO RAMBLESan Jose State halfback Walt Roberts, a
senior speedster, readies for opening game Saturday with
Stanford’s Indians. Roberts was a top gainer for SJS last fall
and is expected to be a break -away threat this season.

New Chief John Ralston
Revamps Indian Attack
automoloie
A disciplinarian. Ra 1st "n preIii’ seriberi a playing weight for his
ind
I.:if:forma Jrafhlyte tin
to report at this fall
pla*41’s
1
hi’ chance
l’hree of the players failed to
IS alltorniy ’71d
trim off the needed potinds and
14,11r1
0ssre not allov,ed to join the tVatIl
Is t he nei toothy II liffle lifi fun
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nothing
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Iii’, ii
In ii, trJ’,
III fit the position. us he is
nev. job ’he earne to Stanford I
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f nen I ’t ah State
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his family.
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stantssrd’s better offensive plas.
Ibis year ff...q.
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Sophs, Transfers
Aid SJS Water Polo

Cross -Country

’Big Five’ Signal
NCAA Title Repeat?
If it’s possible to improve on a Mi,11., meet and Ilona* Whitenational championship team, Dean: head.
Miller, SJS cross-country coach,
Miller expects graduates from
will be working toward same this last year’s (rush chumpi,.ns to till
fall.
in the sixth and seventh places in
With a strong cure of five run- the lineup.
ners back train lust year National
Louis Davidson, Diet Kraus, John
Collegiate Athletic Assn. kingpins. Garrison, will compete for the reMiller hopes to find needed depth inaiMng spots on the team.
to produce a winner with the likes
However, these three will be
of his past teams.
pressed by a couple ol JC transfers
The burly mentor ham not lost
ci the persons of Dick Fernand’,.
a dual meet in varsity, .11% and the 1961 state
junior college. crossfr.-shown competition sin,’.- he country champion and
Edgar ChaCana, to San Jose in 1960.
vez from SF’CC.
He has won 1( consecutive dual
Fernandez laid out last year
meets over his career spanning with injuries.
years at Mira Costa High in ManThe Spartan. open defense
hattan Beach.
of their coveted title on Sept.
Back to lead the team this fall
28, at the Long Reach Inviis Jeff Fishback, and All-Amertational. Occidental, Southern
ican performer in 1962 and a
California, I CIA, Arizena,
sensation in the 3,11/0 meter
State, Stanford, and California
steeplechase. t See story on this
will all have representatives at
page).
the meet.
The shy wonder finished 17th in
Next Saturday, the team will
the NC/IA cross-country meet last
compete against each other in the
fall.
All-American Danny Murphy, a third annual Watermelon Run. The
wily junior, finished third to Loy- run is designed as a tightner for
ola’s Torn O’Hara. The Spartans the Long Beach fray.
grabbed their first -ever team title
squeaking by Villanova. 58-69.
Rounding out the big five are
Ben Tucker, SJS record holder in
the mile and 880, Tom Tuite, and
Gene Gurule.
Freshman cross-country hopes
Miming from the championship
team are Ron Davis who fin- for a repeat natkinal champinte
ished sixth in the Earst Lansing, ship may be clouded by a bad
a.men,
Coach Dean Miller, amazed at
Krikorian, Grid Aid
last year’s clop ahich ended up
Butch Krikorian, popular San No. 1, is overjoyed by his clutch
Jose State tennis coach, has gone of yearling harriers this fall.
to work with the football team this
"Most of them are in shape,
season. Krikorian. a halfback dur- already.- he said optimistically.
ing his high school days, will help
Miller has George Rios, who
coach the backfield and will also broke Dan Murphy’s prep twoshare in the scouting.
mile record last year at Hayward
Krikorian is a highly -successful High with a 9.21.2 clocking, and
tennis amateur, having won nu- Darrell Duration, the San Dim()
merous Santa Clara County net area mile champ at 4:19.6.
tournaments. He reportedly hasn’t
A third horse in the stable is
played any football since his prep Frank Slemp of Wheatland who
days. Krikorian is a graduate of nabbed a fourth in the state half mile in 1:53.2.
SJS.

Miller Tabs
Froth Prospects

tournament will be
A load of sophomores and .01160r
Foot 1(111 II’, 1111. 8i111 .11/041.
college transfer talent buoyed Mime
Water Polo coach Lee Waltiiii’s Witter Polo ChM, and I iii, MO
hopes for success in the North- (
sit hill in
The Spartans face
ern California Water Polo I.eague.
opener on Sept. 27
Walton, stung by the loss of their home
his entire 1962 starting lineup via
graduation, has a nucleus of five
returning lettermen to weld a
team similar to the one which
finished second in the state colTwo prep All-Anierii.an,
lege championships last fall.
lead the Spartababe wale!
Missed most is Ali-Annrican
tearn’s bid for its second I,
Jim Monsees, leading scorer on
NorCal title this fall.
the 1962 squad with 59 goals.
(.,mGmi,s.igouslisuitt..kniinog.hAatrhiet: (joinIl,nJm; ,.; ,;
im,:aThwends:0

All-Americans
Pace Freshmen

polalyymedpkw. itthl u hth LAS:::

Likins from Upland Spearhead
the summer.
squad of ex -CIF medal winner,
Walton is grooming two highlyGarth Rader from Samuel Ayer
touted sophomores to fill the High, Kevin Currlin, Gary F.-lichen,
,
shoes of the southpaw whiz.
1 and Fred Haskett are all ,tarsl.
13111 Parker and Ray Arvesion outs according to Coach 1.1‘.. Walare up from last year’s (nigh tin.
phenoms who won 19 and lost , Last year’s frieli team baptist
three to win the NorCal churn- i a 19-3 mark.
[’kinship.
Arvetion paced the yearling
aquanauts alth 51 goals and
Parker was a close second, chip- ’
in with 48 tallies.
ping
Four All-Southern California
and one All -America JC player,
mark .1,
have already made t
the shakedown drills this pa
week.heir
Danny Hill, San Jose State roll.
direetor in the ii.1:
Walton is high on Gary Rims’, let ii’ news
choice from Fuller- 50’s. returns to lice Spartaii
an
ton J(7. "We think he will give fold this fall, this time in tip
us valuable scoring depth," he broadcasting field.
11111 will team with Bob Blum
commented.
of Radii, KEEN 1370, gk an:
Also reporting for action this
play-by-play of :ill SJS feetedi
aerit were: Charley Douglas and
games.
Jiin Adams from Orange Coast
Hill left SJS in 1957 to be a, ’I.
College, Larry Loganbill fr
’
elate direetair 4,1 Iltf- N:I,
Long Beach CC, and Frank
I .11
legiate Athletii An
Barnes from Pierce,
Douglas was named to the All.ce
lie now is in the
American team last year.
ti
and public relations it ii’
Returning from last year’s team San Jose.
which finished second in the NorCal league, are Dave Corbet, Al
Kelly, Herman Rudloff and Pete Football Poll Begins
Starting Frida:..
Segues.
Top sophomores include Mike Daily sports staff. pl..
Hansen, Bob Howse, Bruce Hobbs hall coaches Bob Titic..
Menges anti Harry Arc’ lit
and Jeff Logan.
ia’alton’s crew opens its Neil- conduct its first football riot! uf the
year. The major college and loial
son in the Pioneer Tourney at
Pioneer High Friday. Others professional games will be eues..ed
competing for top honors in the at, numbering 10 per week.

Dan Hill Returns
ToSJS Sports
As Broadcaster

Pioneer Tourney. He is flanked by Dianne Kennedy (left) and Karen Snyder, a lovely pair of
BandAids.

ONLY WAY TO PLAYSJS water polo goalie
Bob Howse, a 6-4 220 -pound sophomore, gets
ready for Spartans’ first outing Friday in the

Simmons Named Sports News Head;
Johnson Gets 49’er Publicity Post
Tile announeement of Art Johnson, San Jose State Athletic News
Director, being named publicity
director for the San Francisco
49ers in July. was immedately followed by the selection of John B.
Simmons as Johnson’s successor.
Simmons Conies to SJS from
Stanford rnitertity, where he
aas the assistant sports publicity director under Don Liebendorfer. Iii,. new title Ls director
of sports promotion and pub-

Pahl Assuming the
iti short, mean..
job while still
of a emardirealing assistant public,
link betueen the Spartan Foun- a student, he began lull time work
dation and the Physical Educa- in March, 1!162. following grad at on
tion Department.
It uas only a feu days after
Simmons’ most immediate goal
ad to the 49ers
is to pin an opening game defeat Johnson
pver Stanford in San Jose State’s that Simu,ii,ns ran into 14.1,4
football opener Sept. 21. His major Athletie Director Bob Boatman
it sttanford.
inquired
MI is to help promote SJS to a
top national athletic riding in all :about the joh responsibilities at
St s, Brontan evplained and
sports.
’.5 ii’. 1/4 1 koned soon
Centralia, Wash., was John’s s’
home before being graduated from aftent
lir it

eeeee re

be.] I

Steeplechase Star Jeff Fishback Returns
From Successful Summer Tour Rejoins SJS
ri Je. State’s goodwill am- 30 dollars a dray was naturally
widened! appeallne.
reff Fishback
The beanpole Spartan finally
’AM further this sum 1,, a persuasive father.
1111 -I in a lour beginning with the yiekl,s1
[’tains] States -Russia track tilis.t himself a former track VI ’Mil, and
cc Moacow and continuing through :tempted a plane ticket if MOSCOW.
,!,nd, West Germany, Great
"Their lark 11f"
fl hat huand Norway.
llos...all Jeff most al t N111144.11W.
21 -year-old senior. ’"I’here’s so mans things missing
Fish l,
Hai .1, on the American team in that ens." Jeff emphasized.
.,rig to itaissla on the backbone
"There’s not much to see in
’1 a third -place stouplecha,:e fin- Moscow Alsed one d.is of sight. Ii il t he AM." Champion -hips
Bait II %vas in the 74,4100.inetcr
ma %there 111.1111:11It WWI to ran.
Jim

Bra

tiiI a ore

,

. merle

rainier,

’ I a admit

a as

raieti

oat

Russian meet due to a leg
aanary. and Fishbark ty as inserted to give the 11’.S. a fourth tit tin.

111:11,

ARE YOU AS READY FOR THE FALL TERM AS YOU
THINK YOU’RE READY FOR THE FALL TERM?
Check off the items: Raccoon coat. Stutz Bearcat. Beanie.
Bank of America Checking Account...
Bank of America Checking Account?
Naturally! It’s the safest way in the world to pay hills
(the cancelled check is your receipt). It’s the perhaa way
to keep track of funds. And, it’s economical!
Open yours today at B of A!

BANK OF AMERICA

111,11131101111110,

MOS 401011111ali

SECOND AND SAN CARLOS BRANCH

11,

MUM MM. Wont ammo/ stresunis

280 SOUTH !ICON() ’..1441ET, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
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t hat.

rein:, maw mewl’
During t
of the Kunairein track jaunt,
hack was given the opportunity
to perfortn in the steeplechase
his specialty. Ile responded with
a lifetime best of 8 47.4 at Warsaw. Poland, where he n1:.,
third.
Jeff had, earlier I.,
i
teeplectiase
"..
!,
I*
G:1111,S :1
ri
/

eiSilhaek

11!,

: meet," Jeff pointed out. "That’s
la layoff of exactly one month."
Fishback feels in the future
American teams should have one
tumuli meet with another Euries-iin country before tackling
Russia In Moscow.
Jeff wouldn’t join in condemning of the U.S. women’s tearn,
although he was glad when they
left the tour. "Things were much
quieter after they left."
It warn in Sweden and Norway
where Fishback found the solace
of the country to his liking.
"I’d go out into II,. viand ry
and just run," Jeff happily recalled.
Unlike the 1962 meet at St:,
ford there was con.siderahly
fraternization between the American and Soviet athletes. Prior to
the meet they had only one look
at each other at a reception ui
the US. embassy.
Jeff, a physical education major,
plans on a coaching career after
graduation from SJS. Also foremost in his plans are the 1964
and 1968 Olympic Games,
Beeause Jeff is an -open field ’
runner, he’ll neV1.1’ i Ire Of III,

long, hard hours it takes to be
Si distance, iunner.
"As long as I ran tit a ;tit :IV
tr
the 4.11y and train in Inc
country, running still muss ic’
hold fa...in:Ilion tor rm.."
I.
Fisidsack relaxing alit
strenuous summer? lie sure
relaxing means running low,
, every day in a game ref
hind his home .n Belmont

Special Discount
to SiS
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to. steeplechase si,e , t
JEFF FISHBACK
for an,
and ea,re,r
... triumphant return
-.eriran to compete in at Brazil.
Its run do, is
enough.
seeing
is
the
lap
of
final
; into the
Iii- ’ill stennInehaRP, Fnitthank cirah and drill."
claimed a not her lack
.tih
held a 100 -yard lead and finished
50 yards in front of his nearest precision concerning the way the
eompetitnr, in a winning time of Riessians ran their meet. "Payton Jordan’s track meets are mueh
9.07’.
1,1,1. ;1
ills-is -tier than that one." Jordan
coaeh, was the coach of
lance running hell ind him Fish - Stanford
the I’S. team this summer. He
hack is nose ready for the cross
wa meet director of the 1962
’Iii,’
Spar a mita iirn.
count
meet held et Staniar(’ and re-’
tans, under the capable couching
"ngrallillItions from RuPof Dean Miller, were the 1962
.:0.? coaches and officials alike
varsity and freshman national
foi a smooth -flowing meet.
champlens.
tett hilained the Inch of tune’
of
eyelash
ar
Jeff came within
lip nieets for the Americans’ ’
pa,ing up the F.tiropetin eXesl rlug ."6"ag In Moe"
sion doe t an intense love of the diftlPP"int
The .%nierlean men won
cart-.
country life
P’hiihitek was to join tearrunato "9114. "bile the women Were
lii c’tenini suffering
Jim Gioothoff pitching hay this nnik" In
a telling %Ohmic,.
slimmer in Modoc county Beside,
’Wt’ hadn’t a meet inint the
lils great adoisition for the coma
try, the prospect of Making 25 to i AAU meet until the Russian,
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Spartan Grid Great
Dies on Birthday
"Imam M. Willie) Heston, the
iLSSOCdfirm and mealiest name
Jose State football
;sled with San
greats of
and one raf the gridiron
time, dial on his 56th birthnight at Traverse City,
jv Monday
michigan.
here from 1898Ilestain played
school ass known
the
alien
1900.
Normal. Discovered
as Sim Jose
H.
Stamford Coach IF:lidding
moved on hi
the tnn then
of Milligan, a hi’ re
I nhersity

I/

glu

N

hen,
I mil%Val-

ris

e
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WILLIE HESTON
former greet
.

Heaton bream, the first man
outside of the Ivy League to bee
an Alleamerican selection.
Heston and Yost have since entered football’s Hall of Fame. Heston, a hard -driving halfback, scored
465 points at Michigan.
He retired in Detroit 20 years
ago after a successful law career,
spending his winters in Florida and
Dimmers in Michigan.
Herten was the central fleure
In san Jose State limuiremuing
eelehnitions In I9411 and again
In 1961. A man Willi belleVed In
an active life, Heston entered the
Traverse City Ilmeetel oyes the
weekend.
Heston, an Oregon native, attended nigh school in Grants Pass,
Ore., before entering Normal. In
his senior year here, San Jose wiLs
undefeated and tied with Chico
Normal for the Academic Conference crown.
Yost handled Heston in the
championship playoff game. and
was so impressed with the halfback’s potential, that he convinced
him Michigan would be a wise
move to make.
Denton Watt the main cog In
the f a te U s "point -a-minute"
trains of (Hurry lIpj, as Yost
was called.
A lawyer by profession. he was
also a court judge in Detroit. He
served on the Recorder’s Criminal
Court bench

John Lotz, Jeff Fishback
Top Summertime Spartans
John leaz and Jeff Fishback ’ underdog to Sikes, the stylish Uni’railed the list of Spartan athletesIversity of Arkansas shotmaker, as
01,1 achieved athletic peas the two entered the final 36 holes
!er the regular school year closed rof play.
Fishbaek finished third in the
Ditz am beaten on the 37th AAU 3.000-meter steepleehaise, and
was selected an alternate to the
sole tas Dick Sikes for the NCAA
American team which met the Ruscolt Championship In June. The
, ems in Moscow
SIS senior thereby rapped a
sterling link season, which ’saw
Ida aeon!, the first man to a in
i stern Intercollegiate%
tlia
three lintel:.
At Wo inta. Kans, the site of
r’1 1 finale, Lutz was the

Fishback alai annexed second
In the sas-laiihr run al the NCAA
Champlonehips at Albuquerque,
N. M. Julio Marin of Southern ’
California arel in 30:32.9, Fish back a as tkned at 30:36.2.

San Jose Judoists Return Home
After Completing Pacific Tour;
Team Eyes NCAA Title Defense
By TOM O’NEIL
San Jose State College judo
coach Yoah Uchida and a group of
SJS judoists returned from a
month’s lour rd Japan and Hawaii
over the weekend
Uchida Was accompanied by a
group of 26 judoists Three of San
Jose States National Collegiate
.Athletic Assoviation champions
went on the tour.
Albert Okamoto, who graduated from Han 41iitee State the
paid senwater and NCAA 133pound champ, Cary Newquist,
194-pound NCAA title-holder and
Kay YlUllanaild, 163 -pound SCA.%
champion, went on the tour to
the
The leant lett San Francisco’
International Airis,rt on August
23 with all the members paying
for their own expenses. The group
fought Relic University and Meji
University in Japan and worked
out against several other teems
la -fore moving on to Hawaii last

San Jose State plays Chico
State Saturday in the opening soccer match of the season at the
Chico Wildcats’ Stadium.
The Spartan% journey to battle
Menlo College the following weekend before returning home to play
against the United States Air
Force Academy.
Spartan coach Julie Menendez
Is hopeful that the San Jose
varsity will Lie aide to improve
On laid year.% 2-5 record.
Menendez has a %.teran team returning for competition with 12
let termen bolstering the squad.
Only 14 players are given letters,
in soccer at SJS,
Leading scorer for the Spartans
Al Korbus was a regular last sectOdin. Dave Kingsley is another top
lee:former on the Saprtan squad.
Both Kingsley and Korlob %%ere.

invited to participate in the United
States Olympic soccer trial finals
in St. Louis last year.
Eflok Akpan of Nigeria and
Veldts Sayan,. from Brazil are
also outstanding %eterans returning for competition.
Korbus while attending San
Francisco City College set a new
junior toliege scoring record and
WiLS named tic the Junior College
All -America team. Kingsley was
also an outstanding performer at
San Francisco, (’ity College.
San Jose plays in a tough soceel- league against top Pacific
Coast league opponents. Composing the Northern California Intercollegiate Soccer Conference are
teams from the University of California at Berkeley. Stanford University of San FranCiSco. S.c cm
Fraticico
State and San Jose.

so’ %HT eN

%let II

Winter Sees 1968
Olympiad in Mexico
Hi 1.11%
1.%11101
, track clinic in Mexivir. He started
As the song goes
"theie’s the tirst one last year, and ma-Ohufriefines in Florida awl strife in berst a 20-pearat program for the
Iraq " But, not so in Mexiaa, whet.
plea-mod of Ira,* and field in
buildings are slit:mill:I:
new plans Mawr)
mm mg to gel more
bids being made
mill 1441
h.. 1111. I. -led Di. Iratic and
thing big and va.nclirful.
te r, fie or.il ire tide sport."
...el %sari,
The 1967 fely topic (moil, are
epla lllll
Mai neat
og ii,, ic.iiI. compm tit
still
liefore
.%ear till_ lint to
last c/ it 1t :1 114’111 only in Me11.atin
the
ii o
its
only games 141114-11 comfit at all
.1
a ill come about in lees. For
many of herr:moo 41,1 .rmillee villages are
that’
%Alien
Meico I ii
a ill
pl,!:/1 -.I’d
II Ill,
10
bost its first international sportI freer -scale
meet- in Ahsao
ing event.
IM lop shoWaw,: .o more V’ili1121. competition.
This a as the report
"You knr.1A’ I 111. Indians in Mextraveled Lloyd
.
aer, dr,
lot .1 running in their
San Joee Stale 11,,,
eter.day Walt The); Wi.Uld make
recently returned term., ear. Heal riebeire runners.
track and field clinic in
But. the 1111141111S think they’ll
OS-tic
’Mark 1.14
V.
’
.1
lean tci, (touch
a Heil) Oly name eriach.
’
said behind a
(’ily ccli he the site rd the

added strength.
Veterans returning to the San
.lose State team include: Hill
ithabke, Richard Narona, Richard
Ferreira, Richard Gibson, Jim Pennington, Gary Matteoni, Larry Dolia.shi and NCAA chatters Yamasiiki
and Newquist first degree black
belts.
San Jose will return to eornpetilion in November and will compete throughout the remainder of
the y’eair
The Spartan varsity will battle
the alumni in one of the better
exhibitions this year. Fighting for
the alumni will be Ben Campbell,
AAU unlimited weight and Pan Am gold medal winner, 1.y le
I twit, hornier over-all National
AAU champ. Mel Augustine. third
place in AAU unlimited weight
contrietition. Jim Baker, San Jose Oly riga, .
State and Okayama University
Winter elaborated. "%testi,.
Ordraist. and George IIchida. Uni- I has the faillitios. grouth and
...osity of California at Berkeley tourist appeal to ...icing the
erestling and judo roach.
Olynipic
( lllll iittee’s
volle..%t Ille present rate they’re
grossing, Mesh-.
it
shetilibet
have an) trouldi team; riarieen."
-ti.

Spartans, Wildcats Soccer Match
Slated Saturday at Chico State

The U S. All’ Force Academy
team will give the Spartans stiff
eompetition when the two teams’
clash at Spartan Stadium on October 4th.
Falcon soccer performers should
Is- in good shape since the Air
Ferro.. Academy begins their Kite twos earlier than most eolleges
One feature that may prose
interesting this %mason at San
Jose State is that Ike %Queer
tealli Is compoeed of eleyen different e
t ries.
all will also have a
San j11,1.
junior varsity oeeer team this
year. The junior -quad battles
Robert Lem. Stevenein Academy
iii NTonterey
later this week.
The Seartans will play all their
home games under the lights with
vane,. time slated for 8 p. m. at
Spartan Stadium.

Mexico City is c erient I% in the
running along a rt, I ree.at Lyon
France. and Be. r.
Argentina, for the
r
Winter pone
,frit both the,
United States
,4144,
have
already hosted
c
cmarl, and
with polit
Buenos
lti
Aires mesier,
1. the levical
seler’t ion
Winter said a lieu stadilliii
seating
I
is tom being
cionstructed. and that otilc N.s%
lore and lea .angeles 0101111111lwr
( it
init.+s. Tbe
I ourists can he handled
an
important consideration.
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week. In Hawaii, the San Jose
team battled mane of Hawaii’s better judoists.
I ’rifted slates Olympic
judo chairman, has been preparing the San Jose Stale atuart for
Its forthentiang Season of e
petition.
San Jose Slate is the defending
NCAA national judo tillist. The
Spartans sent five cornfield on; to
the NCAA championshias at Cornell University last semester and
captured five first places in the
six weight di% ision competition to
’,len ;is t he national champs.
Mastering the Spartan team
will he several thinsfirre Makoto
Oldayarild, a transfer Ir
I’nivereity and fourth degree
Week belt, rlaek Carr, fr
Boitton’and first degree black belt, ,
Paul Kodauii, first degree black
belt fr
( its College of Sea
Mateo, and Kill Phillip*, second
degree black belt trout Los AnKelt.% should give the Spartans
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Students Get ’All Wet’ During Registration
Frosh Frustrations

*

*

*

Baby, It’s
Wet Outside
Registration had its wetter
moment Thursday when unexpected showers fell upon registration lines in the outer quad
(right and above). Cups of hot
coffee were welcomed by students during the aftertwxm showers. When the rain grew heavier,
students bunched around trees
or found the shelter of a friend’s
umbrella. Freshman Johnie Mc(losky .left squeeies the water
oot of her wet pigtail and patiently waits for her registration
line to start tong.

*

*

ONE MORE TIMEMalcolm Williams, SJS freshman pre-med
student from Buchser High School, Santa Clara, tries for "just
one more" pull-up in physical fitness tests given some 1,200
entering male freshmen. The frosh were tested on pull-ups,
sit-ups, 300 -yard shuttle run, and swimming by members of 4,0.
college’s physical education staff. That’s Ed Sobczak,
professor of physical education and head baseball cow 1,
ducting this phase of Williams’ test.
*
*
*

450 ATTEND FRESHMAN CAMP

*

YELL LEADERS READY FOR STANFORD
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TAKING LIFE EASY is Mike Collins, who is supported by fellow r.11 leaders, (from I. to r.),
Mike Cook, Terry T. ,,s Dick Harris, head yell

Won’t’s!.
Extra slim with
the new dropped
front pockets.

leader, and Joe Buehler. The group will appear
a+ the Stanford game Saturday.
INCOMING FROSH AND NEW STUDENTS450 strong
flocked to Asilomar in Pacific
Grove on Sept. 6-8. Now one of San Jose
State’s respected traditions, Frosh Camp offers
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every new student an insight to college life at
SJS through discussion groups and recreational
activities. Above, campers are led in a school
yell.
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"THIS IS NO WAY to stay in shape, says
Gail Stone as she wriggles through spare tire
during relay races at last weekend’s Freshman

Camp af Asilornar. Some 450 new
students
attended the three-day camp.
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Student Council Holds
First Semester Meeting
--dudent M’ooncil init la,t Thurs.
ilas in a special meeting to begin
the semester’s business which from
all indications will be the greatest volume ever prmarssed at SJS.
The temporars appointinent of
Dave Bloom as advertising manager for the Sisirtan Daily was
annmaunceml.
ASH President Steve Larson announced that the clit in health
services Was not eiliminent because
the legislators had, in :m special session, replaced almost all of the
issamy rut from State College
Health Serviees in the regular session of the Senate The initial cut
was approximately 50’, and would
have curtailed health services ,eve.-ely. The present bill cut two
technicians and one spemialist from
the staff. However where the institutions were small and used
mostly pail -time help they were
severly hurt. A committee is being formed to study the situation

in just
one year
the trend
is clear...

President Lars..n emintinued lis
saying that San Jose City Council had voted 4-3 to close Seventh
street, from the iuhninistration
building to the women’s gym, temporarily from September 30 to January 31.
Under report of the vice president, inassised amendments to the
Rules of Procedure were introduced to council members is
Robert Pisan. It was agreed that
they would study them and discuss them at a later meeting.
Freshman camp was reported it
resounding success and it was resolved to send congratulatory letters to the committee.
With a reminder to the council
to live up to their resismsible positions. both on and off campus,
Larson adjourrasi the meeting at
I Vt p.m

College Plans for Science,
Classroom, Cafeteria Halls
Its c.51101. sWENssts
Building site will lx the vacant
ins. ergollmmnt which con - lot area on San Carlos Street be.
the Education Buikling and
l" esPand each Year has
f’Iii cm I SJS to proceed full speed the Alumni Office.
ahead on plans for a new classThe building will house Matheroom building. residence hall, din- matics, Police. AFROTC and
ing room and additional Science AROTC departments and compleBuilding facilities.
tion is expected in time for the
.5

Bids opened last week in Sacramento for Classroom Building No.
1, according to Angelo C. Centanni, assistant to Executive Dean
C. Grant Burton. Construction is
scheduled to begin soon after the
contract
is awarded, he said.

I

- It

Th.-

CLASSROOM BUILDING NO. I
.
. construction begins soon
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Should the California State
leges adopt a uniform polies
seining Coininumsts or -I
niunist fronteis" speaking
campuses?
The present policy, set dom.!, 1,
the Trustees after the state cni
’
Still in the planning stage is planned for the area west of the lege system was created tvssi sm..ii
Hall
Cafeteria,. multi -story garage. The seven- ago, leaves the nuitter up to tbe
;the
Residence
striwture will face San Sal- president at each mit the 19 catis
scheduled tor construction tan San
Carlos Street between Eighth and vador Street and straddle Fifth pulses.
Ninth Streets. The structure is, Street.
In June the Regents of the UniDesigns are being considered by versity of California scrapped their
designed to accommodate 900 stuPublic
California
of
dents. with 600 seats for residence I the State
12-year-mild ban on Communist
hall members and 300 seats for Works Board this month. With ; speakers and adopted a similar polwill
approval, the administration
snack bar patrons.
icy, leaving the final decision up
The two-story building will have go ahead with the working draw- I., the chanrellor at each of the
kitchen facilities on the first floor ings.
campuses.
An estimated June 1966 compleand a snack bar-dining area on the
At SJS, the "tiff-campus speaksecond floor. Additional seating tion date is expected for the Sci- ers policy" Was adopted by the
twill be provided in an outdoor ence Building, which will provide Faculty Council, The Staff Ref:dining area.
facilities for Physical Science, erence Book states: "SJS hold,
Preliminary designs have been
of higher education
Sci- that the aims
, approved by the Board of Trus- chemistry and Metemlogicai
can only be whieved in the attees for Science Building No. 2, ence Departments,
niosphere of freedom of thought
and expression.
-Outside speakers make a valuable contribution to the Intel.
lectual and cultural life of the cud
lege to the extent that they pre.
isent their ideas in such a was s,
Ito foster a search for truth."
The statement goes on to multi’
I
’clear that "The college is not
public forum where any persna
with a desire to be heard may
mand an audience." Only recussnized officials and organizatinie
may invite speakers.
The only limitation is that both
the student organization and it,
faculty sponsor agree to the chmsm
of a speaker /seep’ that where
presentation is expected to !,.
"highly controversial" a forutn
with two or mom
rangement
speakers representing conflictis:
should be pre
points of view
sented with a faculty tn,.n.,,
RESIDENCE HALL CAFETERIA
serving as moderator.
. . . seating for 900 students

Cigarette Ads
Discontinued Dr. Charles Porter Gets
In Publications $42,000 Biology Grant

A search for possible implications of placentae and ovaries in
Decision of cigarette companies .
ausing birth defects is currently
voluntarily to discontinue their adunder way on the San Jose State
vertising programs in college newscampus as the result of a $42,011
papers has been accepted with
grant awarded Dr. Charles W.
mixed reactions.
Porter. assistant professor of biA.ssemblyman Al Alquist D-San logy.
by the
Department of
Jose , has termed the decision Health. Education and Welfare.
"most gratilying." He sponsored a
Dr. Porter along with three
bill last spring to prohibit tobacco
SJS student, will be looking tor
advertising in eollege publications.
immune I, ion-es created ax.sainsi
defeated in the Ashe mill
the placenta and oVary in the
urn m
mother and ss hat effects these
Dave Bloom. Spartan Dai4 ad..responSes haVe
on the develop
vertising manager. reflected con- inu missyo.
cern for the SJS publication.
Aecording to Dr. Porter. it
"Cigarette advertising has been a fact that some antilsxlies i
approximately 9 per cent of the’mune responsesi coos the ’ plaSpartan Daily’s total revenue," centa barrier" and therefore there
,,tateri Bloom.
shouldn’t he any need to assume
Most mil’ the major cigarette that some other unknmsvn antiManilfactUrerS Voluntarily chose to bodies are prevented from cross
discontinue their policy of appoint- iflg.
It is his belief that ,,Ibrar tom_
ing earnplis representatIVeS and to
diseontinute advertising in college txxiie-, uli, ertrSs the "plamentsi barnesvspapets. aecorsling to George rues" and through this research
V Allen. presalcnt of the Tolman he hopes to fuel these 111111111114,
Institute "f consider this a greater responses.,
victory than it rrn, bill had been
Manse found. he feels tlimcIn
passed." Asseniblyman Alquist said, mune responses ran tie negated iir
"I strong’s helit-Ve that it Is always
in preventing Mott de 1,,,g toe industries to regulate feria
themselves and to eliminate the
fir Porter became interested in
need for government action."
this possibility while doing re One major company will con- search on human fertility and
tinue to advertise in the Daily,
sterility at
the I’M.er :ts: mat
-- -

wa,

ma itch’ ii

Woman Here
FromArabian
20-year Man,
Peninsula
M /Sgt. V.J. Cullen

engineering
science
line rule

fall 1965 semester.
Funds totaling $2,685,000 have
been set aside for construction
of this five-story classroom structure. which also will include administrative and faculty offices
and related auxiliary rooms.

Budget Cut
Two Health
Employeeslost
The San Jose State College Student Health Service Program, due
to a budgetary cut by the State
Legislature, lost two technicians
and WIC specialist during the summer.
This is not as had is it could
have been, however, had the legislators been able to stick with the
original legislation that was passed
in regular session. This original
legislation called for a cut of
.-oughly 30 per cent in professional
.:iTfing i physicians, nurses, techsfistsi
.
Alter urging by the Chancen.
sites.. Health Service Dire,s-,
and telegrams to assemblymen by
San Jose State Oillege Assmaiatial
;itolent Body President Steve Larsn as well as many others. the
ors reversed their decision
and re
m the Speeial Assernld
red almost all of the funds.
was that full-time emplose,
_seed on and part-time help sa.Se-missed.
While not hurting large insti.i.ons, where the maturity of ths
....sic:suss are lull taint. the decision had a crippling ef feet on
-slier institutions where almost
help is part-time
,,s. isssen.s. of the Chancel- ’n ,I’t
.r,.rnselves. a stud:.
./I :.,:
servke in
1- heinv undertaken.
Senator Stenlien Teak, who innal kgislattman cut- ded Its .
. mi; the
11:119
fI’Ntu,
, ’4,, I
’If?
Will
11,,
Ii
Assuring that ad sides will he
heard.

Policy for
Communist
Speakers?

nrollments Force More Building

a Ire-Intl:in

Isom

....!taditaged

rim:.

She

a

in her native
,,eeonilars
counts:.
Miss Algisinairn’s fattier is an
importer and is at member of the
Kuwait National Assembly.
Miss Algliunaim’s brother. Ale
dulrahnifin K Alghunaim. attended
SJS between 1959 and 1962, graduating in 1962 with if 1/ S degree
in electri,al engineering
His fat liii ,irrio to San Jose at
that tin,"
Is. present at graduation
s

won enthusiastic approval

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Michigan Medical School.
Last year Dr. Porter was granted $483 from the SJS College
Foundation to reestablish this insestigation he had started at the
rniaersity of Michigan,
utter work by Dr. Porter includes six years of canmrr and
fug -mine re:earch: two years of
mental health and biochemistrs
re,eareh: and one year mar investigation on human fertility and
st mri lily

Home Ec Prof
Honored by Mag
Preparation
in flume Economies Joornalisn.
an article by Gladys Baird.
mm flt pnaessor of home econotru, SJS atswared in the AlliZIIN/ 1 .
-.1,mirnalism Quarterly."
The mill tile 14 11,1SP41 on a portiiiii
of het’ rese:trelt she has done on
-Business l’’areer, and f’1,11:11.
lion for Textile Mid C luutthutug 11,i
"
it101111
()priori unit les

and

This year’s annual Tri
campout to Big Basin State
gmded
will feature a
to the falls.
The overnight trip. scheduled fo.
Oct. 3-6. will cost $2 per p,
son. Date for signops
posted on the bulletin board is ’
Science Buikling. Further infor
mat ion can tie- obtained Sept. 24 ill
5231 at 1 SO pm

2 out of 3 students
get better grades
0
after
0
haircuts
at

LEN & AL’S
BARBER SHOP
TWO

LOCATION;

318 S. 10th
480 S. 10th

Pro/ I tairl/ began teachlti:
Sdf-1 in 1913 Slw rem-civet! ;, I,
,1.141ff frOfT1
/.011(Ve
and an 51 A fnan M’oliambia
..ersits in 1933

(SS Ts, BEST massifs fm,
studyln9 AND getting vs
.111

el

1,11

&
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MAYFAIR BIKE SHOP
Welcome Back, Spartans!
Come in today and see our
complete stock of bikes

,
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among slide rule users.

Oct. 5-6 Campout
Set for Big Basin

Good reasons why: greater
at

computing capacity, greater

I.

logic, greater consistency,

Illi

greater everythmg important

/1.111 ,1111 marton

to efficient slide rule opera-
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BIANCHI 12 SPEED
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Foreign Study

SJS Students Attend
European Universities
Jose State
A group of 17 San
Francisco Inter,iudents left San
Thursday, Aug.
national Airport
in
se, Issas’ lor universities
and
France, Germany, Spain
sweden.
students are
The San Jose State
Awes 93 lit her students ref/recolleges and
sendris, 12 other st:de
in the Caliare the hist students -minimum
Colleges’
State
fornia
leanling" usereast ;lad maximum
program.
,as
Of the state colleges rs.presented
program, San
ill the educational
highJose State students were the
by
est in numlyr, being topmst
27 stuSan Fransisco State with
dents part ic i pa t irig.
MININII’M COST
1h.. Glenn S. Isanke, charicelltir
t the stati cola- s. system, said

kit
in
1.

tr
th

hi
ire
ng
ireher

iii

irk
ike

,k

the foreign imiversities will act as
"hosts." The facilities and faculties
of the overseas institutions will
be used, he said, to keep cost at a
minimum and at the same time
allow stialents maximum exposure
to all aspects of university life in
each country. A state college faculty member will act as resident
director at each it the host universit ws
The students will pay all costs
The average cost per students is
estimated at $1,020 for an 11 month fleritNi, plus travel alai
other expenses.
INTENSIIV
The general academic (.1irricilTurn will consist of a two-month
orientation study if the host country and intensie advanced Ian; guage study follov.ed by las se -

Ruth., San lop attorney
use elected vice president ot the
Catalonia, State College Pasted 01
u. former head of the cornTbe Siosseh rind Drarna lestartl’rustees at its meeting in San, Ment of San Jost. State early tin,
departMent, who resigne.1
Lticgo June 7.
eiiirri to fill -t arie teoehin,
!summer was divided into two se!,
Charles Luekman, Los Angeles, arate departments. Thi.
has beeri on the
architect, was elected ehairman of Fir14. Arts Area a I.,
.11,1- 1955.
the board.
I ti \I ’,,t holds A It and M A.
deists..., 110:11 SI:11310rd Uniersity
Ile follows Louis
San Francisco attorney, into tIiifind his diortoral tlegn-e from Coriii which is rot a tea between
i
er,ity it.’ taught at
Northern and Southern California.;
Both men were appointed by
Gov. Edmund G Brown. Luckman
was appointed in 1958, whili Ruff()
was newly ;mistimed last February.
The trustees also approved a i
master’s deen... program In eco-;
mimics for San Jose State and
atithorized the l’alifornia Polytistinic College at San 1.uis Obispo
Ii, give extension courses ut Vandenliiirg Air Fl/lilif Base.

Two Businessmen
Named to SJS
Advisory Board

Dr. Quera Views Ad Media
In Japan During Summer

New College
May Offer
3 Semesters

Mannerisms
’Infest’ Daily
Conversation

11F, 11)Y-

To

$797

AvannYnnYyninvn)ypyrry

42

if

litf

;
si

1949 He recently i ;
dent of the campus 1..11
iii Iii- holds a B A degree from
Carnegie Institute of Teehiv.logy
arid tin M.A. from College or the
l’aeilic He also stialied al the
II
Sol Istrine 111 Palls
1,1
.11:1111,111 1.111%1.1,111’..
’ilk
1.41111.01,,S11/11111Y lilt
tilage.
Formation of the two departments brings the total depart.

s
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,
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During
:is a II
la. A row

DR.

LAWRENCE H. MOUAT
... heads drama department

lien lariat k, 12
11,1101111:Wks
f1111..1
111. 11;1)W:it’d
apparentIN, that Ile -eastern
and .....-tern sides 14 the ItIllit are
simians vertisally against each
.o!

Insurance Group
To Present Speaker
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SJS Receives
Research Grant
In ’Americanism’

cept.-;
Jose
lust
of Na- pres,:,!..
(’lot., at its month.
The fellowship was set up 1.y
ire tnITIOTTifiV.
Charles J Ftiggio arid Pan! St’
Insur- Itaracker it( the (’ham tier of
-istrisontis t Iva.- nacres. college committee. L Lairs’
;
sirs,
Watkins DAV student felloaship.
4,....ness anti William A Baird past <Sisal -

VOLT

SEllt

I In II I.

INA’11()NNI11)1.

Kv>1

Miami is also
laths,
ss,
sassor

DR. HAROLD C. GRAIN
... returns to teaching

Hang On! We’re Sinking

discriminating
gentlemen
prefer

for their
2-wheel ride

IMPAJITAN DAILT-15

Drama Department
Divided Into Two Groups

mesters of selected work In courses
which relate to the individual student’s major and professional objective
Although the main purpose of
the program is cultural and intellectual enrichment for the students, (bancellor laimke maid,
study abroad also still serve to
train future language leathers.
The following students are attending from San Jir.if. State:
Herman Robert Buchner, 14911
iris (1 , San Jose, Spain; Daniel
Angelo DI Fusco, 14534 Smallvesxxl
Ave., Downey, Sweden; David Oliver Elsbach, Germany; Norman L.
G rine s
Jr.. :9634 Sotitheoi
Palo Alto, Heidelberg, Germany;
Kenneth Gordon Habeeker, 330
Plateau, Santa Cruz, Spain; Roger
;ran I farrison, 1117 Empey Way,
Jitse, Berlin, Germany; Joseph
Ifernandez, :1:04 Fiiller
s
San Jose, Spain; Janet
ALDEN H. SMITH
Ionise fijelmeland, 1766 Marlyn
. . . new spm:ch head
Way, Sari J111.14. 25, France; Nancy
tl
.
’tilt it Ifolland, 763 Solaria Dr .
and Speech
Lafayette, Spain;
Dr. Law "’u,’’’ II
,1 Itro
Is !sr }foie, 1127 Foothill Blvd.,’ Two San Jose businessmen have
Dr. lion Quera, associate 54.15 ing," he continued, "is tops."
I
liliri II
oaklatal, Berlin, Germany; Maria Itef’n named to serve on the SJS 1
-Consciolis
in
efforts
was
are
being
advertisittg,
of
professor
Veronika Kauffmann, 716 E. Santa College Atlyistay Board, President ’Smith of the 1.4111%.4./1 1/11):111111.-111
he
the
tattled,
madein
"to
fill
assignment
on
summer
this
Japan
Clara St., San Jose 12, Frances John T. Wahlquist announced to- ’,Aete named acting heads of the
for the Japanese National Rail- valleys and it may be that Japan- Mary Gretchen Magnuson, 5.52 I day.
new departments by Bris John
signs
ese
advert
i,ing
will
approach,
advertising
ways to study
,14th St., ManhattanBeach, , Named to fIll two board va- T Wahlquist.
of
,olfise
brand
and
to
the
within
facilities
and innirmation
’Spain;
Kathy Sue Matthews, rendes were Halsey C. Burke., They repluee Dr. / larold 1’
...en in the
make suggest ions for accomnuslat- vertising
Sit06 Taper Ave., Santa Clara, president of Burke Rubber Co., and
States."
ing an estimated 125,000 foreign
.-;pain; Robe r t Roger Rodri- Bruce A. McClelland, vice presivisitors to the 1964 Olympics in
of the San Jose Paint ani l
guez, 709 Normandy Dr., CampTo)iku’ bell, Frars.e; Robert (liarles Sit.- Wallpaper Co. Both have brs.n
flp ’At III paper mills, ink labberiy,artner, /.114 E. Homestead Rd., laelise in civic affairs for a number
Ai...soling to James B. Small ot
e r t is i lig agencies unit
(Adonis
Sunnyvale, ifeidelberg, Germany; ’of years.
McClelland, former SJS stuittnt. the Criited Stales roast arid Geotelevision stations to interview.
I ath Ellen Simon, 6071 San Rafael
detic Surve}, San Jose is in a ’hi’employees, managers writers, artles, Buena Park, Berlin, Germany: received his B.A. at Stanford in
’line. A hind decline, that is
ists, and tither production permiiI Edward I.arry Urquides, Jr., 1192 1943. Burke was educated at Kings
In a nasal math. to the Interrid in an effort to "take a carefol
Billings Blvd., San Leandni, Spain. Point Academy in New York.
look at modern Japanese advertisJoseph A. Garner, vice presi- national Union of Geodesy and
12.
ing in general and the graphic
dent of the San Jose First Na- Geophysics in Berkeley A
arts industry it) particular."
; !Ionia Bank, and A. Ray Free- Small stated that San .1.
1 The new state college at San
man, sales engineer and former the South Bay Region are
Dr Quera comment ed that ’Bernardino may use a unique ed.
S.IS student body president, were and at a faster rile than
-present Japanese advertising has lea t emirh program which woi
reappointed for four-year terms on itt hum’ SItt/t in the country.
siany 0.alleys and only a few ’teaks. limit to three the number iil
the board. Both were graduated
His figures show that the area
Most print alvertisements, with classes taken each term by a stnIrian SJS.
has sung 11.2 feet since 1912, two
!he exception if posters, are quite ; dent.
The board will meet Thursday at feet of this sine.. December 196i).
Known as the 3 3 plan, the pro..lementasy
thl/1114h, 114/flle fit Ihf.
I4 p.m. to discuss the college public.
inn advertis- visim would offer three terms ot
’Hit
I relations program. OA. Emery C. rocky parts of the area are rising
teaching each academic year, each
By BOB ALLISSI
(Ss*, assistant to the president I Measuring a group of benchif which would offer the student
"You know," ’I mean," "What
and ehairman of the college (11111- ; marks am-floret in Isatroek at San
three classes.
I mean" and the even more deadly
Each student would be required -But I mean, after all," are man- rnunity relations committee, and Jose’s Alum Hoek Park, the surDr C. Grant Burton, executive ; vey found it has risen 2 6 ,nches
’. take 36 classes 10 graduate.
nerisms that infect all our daily ,
19414, This rise was
Thi. plan, now in use at Occi- emsersation like a verbal pox. One dean of the college, will he the since
by vomparing the levels of wile:
dental College Dartmouth and at shrinks from calling them idiom, principal speakers.
’they’ eastern colleges. Is aimed for much of our idiom is effective
shifting the focus from teaching and honorable. They deserve an
learning,
entirely new word, one denoting
Taking only three classes a term full derogation and distaste. The
is -odim,. with
arid meeting only four times a wi.(1 Iinis,.
week for each class. the st.alent the plural sights- stemming from
wsoild have more time fit’ heavier the Latin verb Wiser, which means
reading assignments arid ir1111, lii hate...
pendent n -ailing.
YOU KNOW’
ON THE FREEWAY
, begin with one of the,
The plan also increases the stil-;
dent -faculty ratio and can result 1,,,,,mmonf.si am’ deadliest of (Ala.
r
’St
;y,,, know:.
in economy in capital outlays.
if
The traditional plan followel by
When s omeone says, "You
San Jose State, offers five (’laws, know." what is it you are stilt’
60,
tier’ t"T"Iiieaeh student timid re- posed to know?
isn’t asking
quires about 41) classes for grad-mi if you know. He is telling you
isit ion.
that you do. But what, is it? In
The program was presented at mu, tie ornetning. Hut if yuu
’Iris;
know,
why is he lulling you in
the State College Board of
tees ri -sting Sept. 5-6 in San ;the Brit place? That’s something
i%
Franci-.
von will never know.
The same goes for "I Mean. I ’,title who comode their sentence,
CONVERSE
s h "I mean’s" are trying des70 THE BEACH
iss ately to convey something.
CHUCK TAYLOR
!hey don’t know what it is. So
ft i-y don’t mean anything. If they
ALL STAR
.1. mean something, and can’t say
it, they should be helped to find ,
an interpreter.
’AFTER ALL’
.10,
Amting these first examples of
whir. the superlative outrage is
,..
’I hit I mean, after all."
After all? What all" After what
GUARANTEE
:ill? What mean? The answer,
"*" 1" 0^ ""’
aaars summits 11 S""’"
Game,* itimiaril911
hoard, is zero.
the
across
,traight
SIZES 5 i4
TO SCHOOL
wears HAIISUIPURS
-But I mean, after all" I someTS. Finoist Tnnis Shoe,
times both "mean" and "all" are
HENRY’S IIAMIUMUltS
underscored! is commonly used
11(11111Y1NAIIBURVIMS
by people (usually girls u who
haven’t developed any panietilar
meaning and only a very trifling
all. All sounds like a lot, the wily
they say It. I say you could get
it on a pinhead.
lit -re’s what could happen to
the opening( sentenees of one til
Our language’s celebrated orations
when treated to an odium or Iwo:
WHITE ALL STAR
THE WORLD’S MIDST
"Friends. Romans, countrymen.
WANTED MOTOR scowl*,
In-nil me your ears. But I mean,
PRICES BEGIN AT $299
Other
after all, we come to bury Caesar,
Gym end
Up to
not to you know praise him"
/ horspoerier
outomotle fluid teconwriseSOW
Batkistbell
"If you get what I mean" and
eir spring rld
Shoes
"If you follow me’ are direct ineuntlur-rideforel
From
sults. They imply that whoever
slobIss Iir
Metirk Mmrte
$391
Is using them has a private pipeline to some reservoir of omniscience denied to you. The impliMISSION
cation is that you are excludel
439 S. First Street
Motor Scooter
fnan IhP 11111,1’ (11,11111, under9
Fri
,
Thurs
op.,. Moir,
I
C.Y 4 9784 Sri
privileged and too dumb tu belong.
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S.1 Attorney’
Gets Post
Speech,
With Board

Monday. September 16 1963

America’s Most

Popular Menu

1000 Pure Beef Hamburger
Cheeseburger
Melted Cheese
Hot Fishwich
Deluxe Hamburger
Shrimp Boat
Shakes
French Fries
6 Burgers, 1/2-1b, Fries

IIINKr.)

I 5c
I 9c
I 9c
29c
29c
72c
20c
10c
$1.00

II 111t1 1{4,1..11S

515 South Tenth
Phone 295 1510
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